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Three Little Pigs

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2005

Programme 6              adapted by Bernagh Brims
25 October           

The programmes in the second half of this term will be loosely connected by the themes of 
housing.

In this re-telling of the traditional story, two of the little pigs attempt to build their houses with 
cardboard and polystyrene  - no more successful than the original straw and sticks (but easier to 
Þ nd in the classroom!)  The programme also looks at materials and directions.

After the programme

words for discussion:- plaster (house); pebble-dash; concrete; to be wise; the sun �sinks� in the 
west; polystyrene.

� Find out about pigs - allegedly very intelligent creatures.
� Find out about wolves.  (Possibly an ancestor of the domestic dog, they once lived all  

over the Northern Hemisphere.  Today they have disappeared from all but the wildest 
parts of Western Europe, but they still range over much of Asia and Northern Canada.  
They live in forests and open ground and hunt by day, usually in small packs).

� Why are wolves often the �baddies� in traditional stories?  (e.g. Little Red Riding Hood).
� Make a list of the types of housing the children live in and Þ nd out which is the most 

common.
� Can the children Þ nd out what type of material the outside of their houses are 

constructed from.  List and compare.
� If there is a building being built nearby, perhaps a carefully supervised visit to the site 

could be arranged to observe how walls are built etc. (an opportunity to warn of the 
dangers of playing anywhere near a building site).

� If you can Þ nd a supply of shoe boxes, or if you have a set of large building bricks, 
demonstrate how a wall is constructed for stability in over-lapping rows.

� Try to construct some houses for the little pigs out of different materials.  Explore their 
potential in relation to strength, durability, stability etc.

� Do some �hufÞ ng� and �pufÞ ng� experiments.  Make towers of cubes and try to blow 
them down.  Compare the distance of the wind source, the strength of the wind and the 
dimensions of the tower in order to discover the relationship between the design of the 
tower and its stability.

� Make paper boats with sails and blow them along using drinking straws.
� Make wet blobs of paint on a piece of paper and blow through a straw to make designs.
� Discuss other traditional stories with three characters e.g. The Three Bears, The Three 

Billy Goats Gruff, Three Blind Mice.  Sort objects into threes and discuss words such as 
triplet, trio, tricycle. 

� In today�s story each little pig chose a different direction.  Do some work on north, 
south, east and west.
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� Find out �family� names for animals e.g. sow, piglet, boar, cow, calf, bull, mare, foal, 
stallion.

� Have any of the children visited Tolleymore Forest?  Or a similar forest near you?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:   Pupils should have opportunities to:  explore stories and  
      poems re-creating parts of them in art, drama and other  
      expressive activities.

Reading:     Pupils should have opportunities to: explore familiar   
      stories and other simple texts with the teacher, using   
      drama, art and discussion to focus on distinctive features.       

Science

Materials: Properties:   Pupils should be given opportunities to:  explore the   
      properties of materials, including shape, colour, texture  
      and behaviour.

Carrying Out and Making:  Pupils should be given opportunities to:  assemble and  
      rearrange materials e.g.  construct; explore different ways  
      of joining materials.

Geography

Introduction to Geographical Skills: Pupils should have opportunities to: 
      use N.S.E. & W as directions.

The Natural Environment:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: some  
      plants and animals from their local area and from other  
      lands.
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 6

SCIENCE
construction
materials and properties
blowing experiments

ENGLISH/DRAMA
act out the story
stories with wolves/
three characters
names of animals
traditional

PSHE
relationships

Geography
N.S.E. & W
animals

MATHS
sort objects into threes
list/compare types of
housing

ART
make/draw pigs
houses


